Sign Showcase
Healthcare
Blood and Transplant

Having been awarded the contract to re-brand the external
signage for NHSBT nationally, we surveyed over 40 sites
from the North East to the South West of England. Working
with the new brand guidelines we produced external signs
comprising of post and panel systems, aluminium pan trays,
external projecting signs and vinyl applications. We also did
internal signage work while we were on site. The project was
completed on time and NHSBT are happy with the end result.
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Sign Showcase
Healthcare
Sparkbrook

Sparkbrook Community & Health Centre is a new facility
in Birmingham. We worked through a main contractor to
provide external post and panel signs, external plates,
built up letters, internal signs and graphics. The internal
signs were colour coded and included braille and tactile.
We also manufactured and installed internal vinyl graphics
on walls, windows and doors.
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Sign Showcase
Healthcare
Attwood Green
For Attwood Green Health Centre near to Birmingham City
Centre, we produced an internal system of braille and tactile
signs and large scale wall vinyls. This included applying vinyls
to two walls in the atrium, from top to bottom of the six
storey building. On the outside of the building we produced
and applied built up back lit lettering of the name of the site.
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Sign Showcase
Healthcare
The Lighthouse

The Lighthouse is a dementia friendly facility within Edward
Street Hospital in the West Midlands. The brief from The
Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust was for
us to design a cultural welcome wall in the reception area,
a black country themed wall in the library, restaurant signage,
dementia friendly door signage and “top tips” vinyl’s in the
visitors living area.
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Sign Showcase
Healthcare
North Middlesex University Hospital

We were commissioned by the main contractor to provide
the external and internal signage. This included externally
post and panel signs, illuminated built up letters, sign trays,
finger post signs and internally interchangeable directories,
interchangeable wall signs and super graphics. Since then we
have been working with the Hospital Trust on extending the
system through the retained estate.
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Sign Solutions
Healthcare
Jactone has been a contracted supplier to
healthcare for nearly 14 years. No project
is too small or too large.
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Our services to healthcare are wide ranging, from re-branding
and large scale external and internal wayfinding projects to
door signs, vinyl’s and temporary signs. We can provide the
solution for you. Built up letters, illuminated lettering,
modular systems, braille and tactile and our range of
dementia friendly signs are just some of the selection we
can supply for you.
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Built up entrance letters
Wayfinding system
Dementia signage
Braille and tactile signage
Illuminated letters
Temporary information board
Large format graphics
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